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1. New products at a glance.
BMW Motorrad Rider Equipment Collection 2020.
In addition to numerous new versions of popular pieces, the BMW Motorrad
Rider Equipment range also offers many attractive new additions for the 2020
season. Featuring premium workmanship, excellent materials and a functional
design, every item delivers its signature impressive high quality.
The brand-new XRide suit is the ideal two-piece suit for long-distance riding.
The jacket and trousers feature visually appealing cowhide inserts in areas that
would be exposed in the event of a fall. The ergonomic concept of the suit allows
plenty of freedom of movement due to the special material selection, recesses
and a high stretch content. The new Pure XCursion jacket with wax finish and
waterproof pockets and the Cruise Comfort boots made of water-repellent
cowhide leather also demonstrate genuine talent in adverse weather conditions.
Another highlight of the 2020 rider equipment range is the
BMW Motorrad Heritage Collection, which celebrated its world premiere at
the Pure&Crafted Festival in Amsterdam on 28 September. Combining tradition
and the very best in contemporary and authentic lifestyle motorcycle apparel, the
Heritage Collection celebrates the history of BMW Motorrad and its neverending passion for motorcycling. It elegantly combines the Heritage style on the
bike with the appropriate functional features, ensuring a genuine vintage biker
look both on and off the road.
The various helmets, suits, gloves and boots from the Ride Collection 2020
are perfectly complemented by the new Style Collection 2020. These include
items inspired by motorsports, as well as the unique BMW Motorrad Iconic
Collection. The new BMW Motorrad Next 100 Years Kids Bike is available
for the very youngest biking enthusiasts.
The entire BMW Motorrad collection will be presented at EICMA 2019 in Milan
from 5 to 10 November 2019. Selected items of the Heritage Collection will also
be available for purchase on site – well in advance of the regular market launch.
All items of the BMW Motorrad Rider Equipment 2020 range will then be
available as of spring 2020.
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2. Helmets.
GS Carbon Trophy 20 helmet, limited edition.
Inspired by the off-road scene, the GS Carbon Enduro
helmet featuring the GS Trophy colour scheme is
captivating due to its very sporty look and perfect touring
suitability. The full carbon helmet shell made of 100%
carbon fibre reinforced plastic is available in two sizes,
guaranteeing the very highest level of shock absorption
and safety performance.
The integrated neck straps also contribute to maximum
safety for a secure hold. The aerodynamically optimised
combination of helmet shield and spoiler in the wind tunnel
ensures maximum riding comfort, while the highly effective
ventilation system is another contributing factor here. The
Pinlock double visor is 3D-curved with anti-fog Pinlock inner and outer visor
featuring scratch-resistant coating on both sides. In addition to the clear
standard version, other versions are available with a tinted, silver-mirrored, bluemirrored or orange plastic visor. When riding on hot days and for off-road use,
the chin flap and dust filter can be removed for a free supply of air. The head and
cheek pads are washable and replaceable.
The GS Carbon helmet is also prepared for use with BMW Motorrad
communication systems. It weighs approx. 1,450 g with shield and double visor.
and it is available in sizes 52/53 to 62/63.

System 7 Carbon Option 719 helmet, limited edition.
Make two out of one: the System 7 Carbon Option 719
helmet can be transformed from a full visor helmet to a jet
helmet and back again in a few simple steps. The chin
section is opened by pressing the central button. Thanks to
its four-joint mechanism, the flip-up helmet is very compact
when opened. The chin section can also be dismantled
quickly and easily without tools. Limited to 1,999 units, the
helmet has a refined, visually impressive design inspired by
the legendary Option 719. At the same time it ensures
maximum comfort and safety.
The full carbon helmet shell, available in two sizes,
combines excellent shock absorption and optimum stiffness with low weight.
The inner shell is made of multi-segment expanded polystyrene. Thanks to the
large spoiler, the helmet is also among the best on the market when it comes to
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aerodynamics and aeroacoustics. The continuously adjustable sun visor can be
adapted to the prevailing lighting conditions. Extremely good ventilation ensures
a cool head, while the standard double glazing with anti-fog Pinlock 120 inside
and scratch-resistant coating on both sides provides excellent visibility. The
chinstrap with snap lock and integrated neck straps guarantee a secure and
comfortable fit. The Alcantara and DuPont-Coolmax interior is removable and
washable.
In addition to the clear standard visor, versions are also available with a tinted,
silver-mirrored, blue-mirrored or orange plastic visor. The helmet is also prepared
for use with BMW Motorrad communication systems and weighs just 1,580 kg
with the small helmet shell.
The System 7 Carbon Option 719 helmet is available in sizes 52/53 to 64/65.

Street X Comp, Comp neon, Ride, Grey Matt
helmet.
Whether motorway, country road or city: the Street X helmet
was developed for versatile road use, combining comfort and
safety with modern design. Optimised in the wind tunnel, the
integral helmet guarantees optimum aerodynamics and
aeroacoustics. Clever equipment details include a continuously
adjustable sun visor, which is conveniently operated via a slider
on the top of the helmet, the chinstrap with snap lock and a
washable and exchangeable interior.
The effective ventilation for the chin and head area as well as for the visor also
contributes to the high level of wear comfort. The double lens visor has an antifog Pinlock inner visor and an outer visor with scratch-resistant coating on both
sides. The inner shell is made of multi-segment expanded polystyrene.
The Street X helmet is available in the versions Comp, Comp neon, Ride and
Grey Matt. In addition to a clear visor, versions are also available with a tinted,
silver-mirrored or blue-mirrored visor. In addition, it offers an impressively low
weight of approx. 1,450 g with the small helmet shell.
The Street X helmet is available in sizes 53/54 to 61/62.
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Race Circuit, Race Hyper helmet.
For full concentration on the essentials: consistently
developed for race track suitability, the tightly fitting
Race helmet guarantees that its wearer is able to
concentrate fully on the ideal line and react at lightning
speed. It also offers maximum comfort and safety, making
it the perfect integral helmet for relaxed touring, too.
Having been partly developed in the high-speed
BMW wind tunnel, the helmet guarantees maximum
stability at speeds of over 300 km/h thanks to its large rear spoiler and the chin
spoiler, which can be optionally large or small. For maximum comfort even in a
more reclined sitting position, the Race helmet has an enlarged neck section
and a visor with a wide field of vision. The latter has a lateral locking button, a
scratch-resistant coating on both sides and is 2D-curved and therefore suitable
for tear-off visors. Four of these tear-off visors are also included with the
Race helmet, as is an anti-fog Pinlock insert.
A visor with tinted plastic screen is optionally available. The Race helmet is
available in white and black matt as well as in the Circuit and Hyper designs.
Effective visor and head ventilation contributes to the high level of wear comfort,
while the chinstrap and neck straps with double-D closure ensure a secure fit.
The lightweight carbon fibre reinforced plastic/carbon fibre shell of the
Race helmet is available in two sizes. The inner shell is made of multi-segment
expanded polystyrene, while the interior is completely washable.
The Race helmet is available in sizes 52/53 and 54/55 with a weight of 1,380 g
± 50 g and in sizes 60/61 and 62/63 with a weight of 1,490 g ± 50 g.

Bowler Option 719 helmet, limited edition.
The limited-edition Bowler Option 719 helmet in trendy retro
style appeals to fashion-conscious bikers with its elaborate
design. This is reflected not just in its sophisticated appearance –
reminiscent of the Option 719 fuel tank – but also in interesting
details such as the exclusive leather appliqués and the highquality lining with embossed BMW logo.
In addition, no Bowler Option 719 helmet is the same as any
other – because every helmet is crafted by hand and therefore
unique. The helmet’s closing edge and goggle strap holder are
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made of high-grade calfskin leather. Whatever the shells size, every helmet
radiates a slim, elegant look.
The material used in the outer shell material is a composite made up of glass
and carbon fibre reinforced plastic. The shock-absorbent inner shell is made of
expanded polystyrene (EPS) and offers a perfect fit since it undergoes optimum
adaptation for each individual size. The pleasant inside padding is made from an
antibacterial and hypoallergenic material to ensure a highly pleasant wear
sensation. This is further enhanced by the integrated head and cheek pads
made of soft and smooth materials and the chin strap underlay. The chinstrap is
infinitely adjustable with a double-D catch.
The excellent aeroacoustics are another comfort feature of this jet helmet,
ensuring a low noise level during travel. The extensive range of accessories
includes transparent, tinted or mirrored visors and shields.
In addition, the Bowler Option 719 helmet is impressive due to its low weight
of just 785 g in size XS to 970 g in size XXL. It is available in sizes 53/54 to 62
(XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL).
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3. Suits.
XRide suit.
Sporty riding fun and long distance adventures: the
XRide suit combines maximum wear comfort with
comprehensive protection. This is ensured by the
elastic polyamide upper material and a high proportion
of stretch material. The XRide jacket is made of
fall-resistant leather, and it also has NP3 and NP2
protectors that sit close to the body.
As part of the ergonomic concept, the leather of the
jacket is backed on the shoulders and sleeves with
elastic and abrasion-resistant polyamide. Ergonomic
folds in the form of specially positioned leather
recesses guarantee maximum freedom of movement.
Meanwhile preset elastic straps on the upper sleeves
and waist hold the jacket against the body, eliminating
the need for tiresome width adjustment. The AirVent
system at the front with double zip and the 3D spacer
fabric in the back ensure optimum climate control.
Four front pockets, one of them waterproof, one back
pocket and two inside pockets safely hold those small
items required for day-to-day motorcycling. Reflective
inserts on the upper sleeves and front of the jacket
provide good visibility in traffic, while the NP Pro long
back protector provides maximum protection.
The outsert jacket included with integrated waterproof
storm hood in the collar offers protection from wind and
moisture. In addition, the jacket has an impressively
small pack size, a tight fit with a sporty design and
excellent durability due to an abrasion-resistant print in
sensitive areas.
The XRide trousers have NP2 protectors on the hips
and knees. As part of the ergonomic concept,
ergonomic folds in the form of specially positioned
leather recesses and integrated accordion stretch at the
knees and waistband guarantee maximum freedom of
movement. Cowhide leather inserts are located in areas
exposed in the event of a fall and on the inside of the
trousers in order to provide additional protection.
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The XRide trousers have a total of three pockets, one of which is an concealed
internal pocket. The leg end can be extended by opening an additional zip.
Reflective inserts on the knees and lower legs ensure good visibility in road
traffic. The outsert trousers included offer protection from wind and moisture.
The side long zips without irritating velcro makes them easy to slip on and off. In
addition, they also offer an impressively small pack size, a tight fit with a sporty
design and excellent durability due to an abrasion-resistant print in sensitive
areas.
The XRide suit is available for men in sizes 46 to 66, 98 to 118 and 24 to 32
and for women in sizes 34 to 48.

XRide Pro jacket, men.
The limited-edition XRide Pro jacket for men is a
particular eye-catcher. With white cowhide leather on
the sleeves, it is visually striking. The same applies to
the additional shoulder sliders made of a plastic-steel
combination with BMW Motorrad inscription. The
XRide Pro jacket for men combines maximum wear
comfort with comprehensive protection. This is ensured
by the elastic upper material polyamide and the high
proportion of stretch material as well as fall-resistant
leather and close-fitting NP3 and NP2 protectors.
As part of the ergonomic concept, the leather of the
jacket is backed on the shoulders and sleeves with
elastic textile. Ergonomic folds in the form of specially
positioned leather recesses guarantee maximum
freedom of movement. Meanwhile preset elastic straps
on the upper sleeves and waist hold the jacket against
the body, eliminating the need for tiresome width
adjustment. The AirVent system at the front with double
zip and the 3D spacer fabric in the back ensure an
excellent climate. Four front pockets, one of them
waterproof, one back pocket and two inside pockets safely hold those small
items required for day-to-day motorcycling. Reflective inserts on the upper
sleeves and jacket front ensure good visibility in road traffic.
The outsert jacket included with integrated waterproof storm hood in the collar
offers protection from wind and moisture. It also offers an impressively small
pack size, a tight fit with a sporty design and excellent durability due to an
abrasion-resistant print in sensitive areas. Limited to 1,500 items, the
XRide Pro jacket with outsert jacket is available in sizes 46 to 60.
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ProRace suit.
With the ProRace suit for men, bikers demonstrate high
sporting standards. This starts with the way the suit is put
on: a long front zip makes it easy to slip on and off. For
riding, the body-hugging one-piece suit made of 1.3 mm
thick, highly abrasion-resistant cowhide nappa leather
offers a comprehensive safety package despite its
relatively low weight.
It includes permanently sewn-in protectors on shoulders,
elbows and knees. The large hip and back protectors are
removable. In addition, knee sliders and sliders on the
forearms and shoulders provide protection even at
extreme banking angles. The so-called rear hump
optimises aerodynamics – especially when riding fast in a
dynamic sitting position.
And because maximum freedom of movement is
particularly important when riding superbikes in sporty
style, the ProRace suit for men suit features multiple
stretch inserts for maximum wear comfort and a perfect fit. Excellent ventilation
is also ensured by the white perforated leather surfaces in combination with a 3D
spacer fabric in the back area – a real boost in terms of active safety. The
ProRace suit is available for men in sizes 46 to 60.

ProRace Made-to-Measure suit.
If you would like a ProRace suit that
reflects your individual preferences, the
ProRace Made-to-Measure gives you the option of a
custom-made garment, allowing you to choose even
more comfortable yet also more resilient kangaroo
leather as well as additional colour and design variants,
including the inscription of a name or nickname at an
extra charge. Using the online configurator or doing the
configuration at an authorised dealership, the suit’s
design can be geared entirely towards personal needs
and preferences.
There are various options for knee sliders (with/without)
as well as elbow and shoulder sliders. On request,
further equipment details are available (some at an extra
charge), such as the optional TrinkPak in the hump,
variants for perforation, breast protector (with/without),
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standard foam or Vibram VPOD thermal foam. Possible logo options include:
colour with BMW Motorrad inscription, with or without Race inscription,
BMW logo on hump, M logo or model inscription, e.g. RR. This will set you
clearly apart from other bikers. Every suit is unique – as individual as the rider.
Further information about the ProRace Made-to-Measure can be found at
bmw-motorrad.com/ProRace

Rallye Competition suit, limited 40 Years GS edition.
The robust and off-road Rallye Competition suit
from the limited-edition 40 years GS Collection
recalls the legendary BMW R 100 GS with its
historical colour scheme. The windproof and
waterproof jacket made of ProTechWool – a
functional material mix of polyamide and technical
wool – has multiple protection in areas exposed in
the event of a fall and features additional ceramic
dot prints. NP2 protectors on the back, shoulders
and elbows as well as reflective material on the
sleeves round off the safety features. A carbon
finish increases the abrasion resistance of the
fabric. The perforated eyelet
lining is breathable and elastic.
Maximum comfort is provided by a total of seven pockets, a
back pocket for the TrinkPak, width adjustment by means of
velcro straps and sophisticated ventilation in the back area
as well. Maximum freedom of movement and a comfortable
feel-good climate are guaranteed – even under tough
conditions and in changing weather conditions. The sewnon sponsor patches and GS Trophy flags of all countries
from 2008 to 2020 on the back also create an especially
attractive effect. The jacket can be zipped together with the
Rallye Competition trousers.
The Rallye Competition suit is designed in the colour
combination black/grey/yellow – the same as those worn by
the participants of the GS Trophy 2020. The suit is available
in sizes 46 to 60 and with separate waterproof
insert/outsert.
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4. Jackets.
PureXcursion jacket, men
Thanks to a cotton-polyamide mix with wax finish,
the PureXcursion jacket for men is as robust
and hard-wearing as its adventurous look
promises. It has two waterproof pockets at the
front and a large pocket at the back, in which the
separately available rain inner jacket can be
perfectly stowed when not in use. Stretch material
in the shoulder area and on the sleeves
guarantees perfect freedom of movement, while
various ventilation options in the back and chest
area create a pleasant body climate. A high level of
wear comfort is ensured not only by the adjustable
cuffs, hem and sleeves with velcro and press
studs but also by the particularly light, integrated
NPL protectors. The PureXcursion jacket is
available for men in sizes 46 to 60.

Ride rain inner jacket.
The windproof and waterproof
Ride inner rain jacket with stowable hood can
be folded down to a very small size and is
therefore instantly at hand for every shower. Best
of all: the practical rain cover made of highly
elastic nylon and PU membrane can be combined
with all non-weatherproof BMW Motorrad jackets,
ensuring that rider and passenger always remain
dry on reaching their destination. The hood is
designed so that it can even be worn under the
helmet. The elasticated cuffs close tightly around
the wrists.
The Ride inner rain jacket also serves its purpose as a fully-fledged rain jacket
when the motorcycle is left in the garage to keep dry. It is available in grey for
men in sizes 46 to 60 and for women in sizes 34 to 48.
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5. Boots.
CruiseComfort boots.
The CruiseComfort boots are excellently equipped –
the ideal entry-level all-year-round touring boots. They
offer a range of practical details that are highly
impressive. The upper material itself made of a textileleather mix guarantees low weight, flexibility and a high
level of wear comfort. The foot area is made of waterrepellent cowhide leather, while the shaft is made of
abrasion-resistant lightweight polyamide so as to
improve ventilation. Thanks to the GORE-TEX®
membrane, the boots are windproof, waterproof and
highly breathable, making them suitable for all seasons.
The concealed long zip on the inside makes for easy slip-on, slip-off, while the
wide velcro area on the calf allows individual width adjustment. The shaft end
also features soft microfibre. The oil and petrol resistant rubber outsole provides
a secure hold on the footrests as well as sufficient comfort when strolling
through the city. Reflective material on the heel increases road safety. The
anatomically shaped insole is removable and can be washed. The black
CruiseComfort boots come in sizes 39 to 48.

Gravel Evo boots.
The robust Gravel Evo boots made of full-grain
cowhide leather are the ideal companions for touring
cyclists who like to travel off-road. Waterproof,
windproof and breathable thanks to the GORE-TEX®
membrane, their high upper and strong sole offer a
high level of wear comfort and a wide range of uses.
Foam padding provides shin and ankle protection
while heel caps and toe reinforcement relieve braking
and shifting, as does the functionally moulded shift
lever protection made of thermoplastic polyurethane
on both sides. Velcro surfaces for continuously
variable width adjustment make it easier to put the
boots on. The suede leather on the upper provides a
better grip on the motorcycle. The Gravel Evo boots
come in sizes 38 to 48.
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6. Gloves.
Two in One Tech gloves
Thanks to their 2-chamber technology, the
Two in One Tech gloves can be adapted to varying
weather conditions, thereby offering increased comfort
when on tour. While the first chamber is not lined and
offers excellent grip on the handlebars thanks to kangaroo
leather, the waterproof second chamber with its breathable
GORE-TEX® membrane provides perfect weather
protection.
The shock-absorbing foam on the ball of the hand and the
hard shell of the ankle as well as the double layer of leather
on the edge of the hand contribute to a high level of wear
comfort. The wiper lip on the left forefinger allows the
helmet visor to be cleaned quickly and easily in the rain,
while the forefinger and thumb tips enable touchscreen operation. Coloured
markings ensure the gloves can be slipped on and off quickly and easily. The
Two in One Tech gloves are designed in black/grey and are available in sizes
6/6.5 to 12/12.5.

Summer gloves.
The light, well ventilated Summer gloves with very
short cuff offer maximum wear comfort even on hot
summer days. They are perforated on the back of the
hand and between the fingers, lined only on the back
of the hand and doubled in areas that are exposed in
the event of a fall. The soft and shock-absorbing ankle
shell covered with goatskin leather is lined with foam.
Stretch leather folds at the finger bases allow easy and
quick movements to be made when applying the
clutch and brakes.
The gloves are also pre-curved for a perfect fit, while the cuff is short with a
velcro strap. The BMW propeller stud provides an attractive visual accentuation.
The Summer gloves are available in sizes 6/6.5 to 12/12.5 and in the colours
black and light grey, so they are a perfect match for all BMW Motorrad suits.
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Rallye gloves, black
Everything under control – when riding off-road, too: the
Rallye gloves are designed for on-road and off-road use at
higher temperatures. For this reason, the gloves are fitted
with an elastic textile backhand and an unlined underhand
made of highly abrasion-resistant kangaroo leather. The
material mix not only makes the glove light and breathable, it
also ensures excellent grip, so the biker has the machine
safely under control even during sweaty rides.
Double layers of special leather on the palm, leather details
on the backhand, a hard shell lined with Temper foam and additional foam pads
in the area of the fingers guarantee the necessary impact protection – both on
rough terrain and on the road. Ventilation openings in the hard shell and between
the fingers ensure carefree riding pleasure, especially at higher temperatures,
while the short cuff and the velcro strap provide a firm fit.
The tips of the forefinger and thumb are made of a special leather that allows
touchscreen operation with the black Rallye gloves in sizes 6/6.5 to 12/12.5.
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7. Functional clothing.
Ride quilted jacket.
The functional Ride quilted jacket is thinly padded
and can be worn under a BMW Motorrad jacket on
cool days. Thanks to its fashionable, body-hugging cut
and attractive quilting at the elbows and shoulders, the
lightweight jacket can also be worn on its own. Its cool
biker look makes the jacket is a practical companion
for a range of leisure activities – especially since the
thin padding with PrimaLoft® keeps the wearer
wonderfully warm during the transition period. Soft,
cosy side panels made of close-fitting Softshell ensure
a good fit, while the collar close to the neck provides
particularly comfortable protection from draughts.
When it rains, the water stop on the collar and lower
hem prevents unpleasant suction effects.
Other practical features include the two zipped front pockets and the PackAway
inner pocket, which allows the jacket to be folded down to a very small pack size
when not in use. When the quilted jacket is worn as an inner jacket, the snap
fastener and loop on the collar serve as a connection to the motorcycle jacket.
One particularly practical feature is the integrated cross zip in the back section,
which enables direct combination of motorcycle jacket and trousers via the
relevant connecting zip, without the quilted jacket having to be inserted in the
waistband of the trousers. To round off the look the Ride quilted jacket –
available in sizes S to 4XL – has the BMW logo on the upper arm and the
BMW wordmark on the back. The jacket is available in red for women and blue
for men, as well as in black and now also in silver for both women and men.

Adventure long-sleeve T-shirt.
With its attractive BMW enduro graphic print, the
sports-style Adventure long-sleeve shirt is a real
eye-catcher. It has fashionable raglan sleeves and a
generous cut, also ensuring full freedom of movement
under a motorcycle jacket. As a functional polyester
shirt, it effectively transports moisture to the outside.
This keeps the skin dry for longer and prevents the
body from cooling down due to evaporation.
The airy shirt is comfortable to wear under a motorcycle jacket – even on hot
days. Available in sizes S to 4XL, the shirt cuts a fine figure when worn for
sporting activities too, of course.
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Tour T-shirt.
The highly functional Tour T-shirt is perfect as a
basic layer under motorcycle clothing, so it really is a
must for every biker. Thanks to durable functional
fibres and antimicrobial material, the polyester shirt is
odour-retardant and temperature-regulating. Moisture
is quickly transported away from the body, which
further increases wear comfort.
Thanks to its modern design, the Tour T-shirt
provides optimum support for climate membranes.
The shirt is also antistatic, quick-drying and easy-care. These excellent
properties mean it can be used for other sports and leisure activities too, of
course. Available in light grey melange with large “Make Life A Ride” print on the
chest the Tour T-shirt comes in sizes XS to 4XL.

TourWinter functional socks.
The knee-length TourWinter functional socks keep the feet
pleasantly warm even in the cold season. The odour-inhibiting
material mix regulates the temperature, offering excellent heat
retention thanks to the high wool content. Anatomically adapted
padding on the ankle, heel and in the gear lever zone as well as
knitted ventilation channels on the underside of the foot ensure
excellent wear comfort. The additional padding zone at the shins
that prevents pressure points from forming as well as ensuring
the socks don't slip into the boot.
The asymmetrical design and elastic rib knit also make for an excellent fit. The
integrated, knitted BMW wordmark rounds off the design. The black-blue
TourWinter functional socks are of course perfect for use in conjunction with
modern motorcycle boots fitted with a climate membrane and are available in
sizes 35 to 38, 39 to 41, 42 to 44 and 45 to 48.

TourSummer functional socks.
The knee-length, lightweight TourSummer functional
socks are very comfortable to wear, especially in summer
temperatures. This is ensured by the modern material mix
with Dry-Tex, an antibacterial fabric made of technical
polyester with open cells. Dry-Tex is extremely light and
highly breathable. Anatomically adapted padding on the
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ankle, heel and in the gear lever zone as well as knitted ventilation channels on
the underside of the foot ensure excellent wear comfort.
Finally, the asymmetric design and elastic rib knit make for an excellent fit. The
TourSummer functional socks in light grey melange and red are of course
suitable for use in modern motorcycle boots with climate membrane. The design
is rounded off with the integrated, knitted BMW wordmark. The stockings are
available in sizes 35 to 38, 39 to 41, 42 to 44 and 45 to 48.

TourWindbreaker storm hood.
The TourWindbreaker storm hood keeps the wearer wonderfully
warm and is therefore particularly suitable for winter or during the
transition period. The high-quality polyester soft shell with
windbreaker membrane in a 3-layer laminate provides excellent wind
protection at the neck and in the upper chest area. The thin
Powerstretch in the upper head area and the flat seams also
guarantee a perfect fit, ensuring pleasant wear comfort even over
lengthier distances. The breathable and climate-regulating material
mix also comes into its own here.
A further comfort feature is the pleasant Softshell mouthguard. Punched-out
holes in the mouth and ears as well as highly functional lasered seams in the
face area further increase wear comfort. The TourWindbreaker storm hood
features a red printed BMW Motorrad wordmark at the lower hem. The easycare and washable storm hood comes in sizes S, M and L.

TourSummer storm hood.
The lightweight TourSummer storm hood is particularly
suitable for use in summer and in the warmer months of the year.
The thin, elastic material mix with antimicrobial effect is largely
made of recycled polyester. The seamless workmanship and
ultra-fresh finish with breathable and climate-regulating
properties ensure very pleasant wear comfort – even at very high
temperatures. The hood is also easy to clean and wash. The
lower hem of the TourSummer storm hood in grey melange
has an integrated, knitted BMW Motorrad wordmark all round.
Available in sizes M and L.
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Adventure neck warmer.
The functional Adventure neck warmer ensures that the neck,
nape and chest area are well protected from the wind and are kept
warm even in colder temperatures. The tight fit ensures that the
neck warmer prevents draughts, especially in the critical area
between the jacket collar and helmet. A helmet can also be put on
without the neck warmer slipping down. The high-quality choice of
materials with windbreaker membrane also guarantees very pleasant
wear comfort. The Adventure neck warmer is breathable,
climate-regulating and extremely easy-care. It is easy to wash using
a mild or functional detergent and is available in sizes S to L.

Easy Tube Adventure.
The functional Easy Tube Adventure in classic black with
knitted-in Enduro jaquard pattern is highly versatile. Whether scarf,
face protector, cap, pirate headwrap, headband or collar – there
are no limits to how it can be worn. Made of easy-care polyester
and with a recess in the mouth, it offers a high level of wear
comfort and is also ideal for spectacle wearers.

Easy Tube Tour.
The functional Easy Tube Tour in classic black with integrated,
knitted BMW Motorrad symbol is versatile. Whether scarf, face
protector, cap, pirate headwrap, headband or collar – there are no
limits to how it can be worn. Made of easy-care polyester and with a
recess in the mouth, it offers a high level of wear comfort and is also
ideal for spectacle wearers.
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8. BMW Motorrad Heritage Collection 2020.
BMW Motorrad Heritage Ride Collection 2020.
PureBoxer leather jacket, men.
This is where memories of the early years
of motoring are awakened. The classic
PureBoxer leather jacket has the kind of
discreet design that was common in the early years
of the last century. At the same time, it features an
outstanding level of functionality that makes
motorcycling not only comfortable but safe, too.
The exclusive 1.2 mm thick horse leather is
characterised by a very smooth surface, low grain
and fine sheen. When worn regularly, this leather
takes on an attractive patina, lending it a vintage
appearance that grows over time. Additional highquality copper details, such as the metal zip fastener
with underlying windbreaker and the classic press stud fasteners, along with the
three pockets with zip and stud fasteners on the outside and two more on the
inside, and also the removable quilted thermal padding, ensure practical quality
combined with a maximum level of wear comfort.
The new ultra-thin NP Flex protectors are almost invisible and virtually
undetectable: they offer a contemporary level of protection (with certification
according to EN 1621-1:2012) without impairing the classic style. An NPL back
protector can be retrofitted.
One other special characteristic of the PureBoxer leather jacket is its unique,
rich copper-coloured inside padding that perfectly matches the copper details
and coverings on the main front zip and zip-up pockets. The thermal padding is
removable, making this highly durable horse leather jacket the perfect
companion on both cooler and warmer days. Reflecting great attention to detail,
the BMW logo on the upper sleeve provides a stylish final flourish to the overall
classic design. The three BMW logos, which also include the historic BMW logo,
are exchangeable, enabling the wearer to customise the jacket as they prefer.
Using the 40-centimetre connecting zip, the leather jacket can easily be
attached to a pair of motorcycle trousers.
The high-quality black leather jacket is available in regular fit in the sizes S to 3XL
for men and in slim fit in the sizes XS to M for women.
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TwinStripes leather jacket.
The TwinStripes leather jacket for men and
women has a classic but sporty design that brings
bygone years back to life. Its typical white trim
lines on the sleeves set a visual contrast that is
also to be found on many BMW motorcycles.
The black jacket is made of approx. 1.2 mm thick
cowhide leather and offers a high level of wear
comfort combined with a sporty appearance. Its
equipment features include a continuous metal zip
with a windbreaker underneath, a ventilator zip on
the back, high-quality padding, four zip-up outside pockets with three more
zip-up pockets on the inside; this is a casual motorcycle jacket that is also
suitable for everyday wear.
With a total of seven pockets, the TwinStripes leather jacket has plenty of
space for stowing all kinds of items. For enhanced safety, modern NP Flex
protectors (certified in accordance with EN 1621-1:2012) have been integrated
beneath the leather on the shoulders and elbows without resulting in any undue
thickness, ensuring maximum wear comfort and good shock absorption. A
retrofit NPL back protector is also available. Using the 40-centimetre connecting
zip, the leather jacket can easily be attached to a pair of motorcycle trousers.
The striking look of the TwinStripes leather jacket is created by the unique
and rich copper-coloured padding, which perfectly matches the copper details of
the main front zip and the zip-up pockets.
This leather jacket is available for women in sizes XS to 2XL and for men in
regular fit in sizes S to 3XL, in the slim fit option in sizes XS to M, and in comfort
fit in sizes XL to 3XL.

RoadCrafted denim jacket.
The RoadCrafted denim jacket is made of elastic and
abrasion-resistant denim fabric with inconspicuously
integrated protection features that offer a maximum
degree of safety and functionality combined with a
classic denim look. The use of elastic fibres in the upper
fabric ensures a more precise fit. The jacket has four
outside pockets and two inside pockets with zip and stud
fasteners. Safety features include NP Flex protectors
(certified according to EN 1621-1:2012) on the
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shoulders and elbows and an optional retrofit
NPL back protector.
Beneath the front zip there is an additional zip
underlay that acts as a windbreaker. The 40centimetre connecting zip makes it possible to join
the RoadCrafted denim jacket to the matching
RoadCrafted jeans.
The denim jacket is available in black for women, in
sizes XS to 2XL, and in blue for men, in sizes S to
3XL (regular fit option), XS to M (slim fit option) and
XL to 3XL (comfort fit option).

Bowler Heritage helmet.
The retro design of the Bowler Heritage helmet will appeal
to the more fashion-conscious biker. The design is apparent
not only from its chic, classic look that harks back to the
historic BMW Motorrad design but also from interesting
details such as the exclusive leather appliqués and highquality padding with the BMW logo.
The helmet’s closing edge and goggle strap holder are made
of high-grade calfskin leather. The material used in the outer
shell material is a composite made up of glass and carbon
fibre reinforced plastic. The shock-absorbent inner shell is
made of expanded polystyrene (EPS) and offers a perfect fit since it undergoes
optimum adaptation for each individual size.
The Bowler Heritage helmet makes no compromises when it comes to
comfort. The pleasant inside padding is made from an antibacterial and
hypoallergenic material to ensure a highly pleasant wear sensation. This is
further enhanced by the integrated head and cheek pads made of soft and
smooth materials and the chin strap underlay. The Bowler Heritage helmet is
fitted with the popular, continuously adjustable double-D fastener for secure
closure. The excellent aeroacoustics are another comfort feature of this jet
helmet, ensuring a low noise level during travel. The extensive range of
accessories include transparent, tinted or mirrored visors and shields.
Whatever the shells size, every helmet radiates a slim, elegant look. The
Bowler Heritage helmet is available in sizes XS (53/54) to 2XL (62) and has a
low weight of between 785 g (XS) and 970 g (2XL).
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RoadCrafted jeans.
The RoadCrafted jeans are made of elastic and abrasionproof denim fabric, combining safety and functionality with a
classic denim look and inconspicuous protection features.
The integrated elastic fibres in the upper material ensure
pleasant wear comfort. The removable NP Flex protectors on
the knee and hips add to wearer safety (certified according to
EN 1621-1:2012).
These comfortable trousers are available in black for women.
The men’s version is in blue. The 40-centimetre connection
zip provides a simple way of joining the RoadCrafted jeans
to the matching RoadCrafted denim jacket.
The women’s sizes are W26/L32 to W36/L32 and W29/L34
to W36/L34.
The sizes available for men are W28/L30 to W36/L30,
W28/L32 to W42/L32, W30/L34 to W42/L34 and W32/L36 to
W40/L36.

PureShifter boots.
Besides their classic look, these robust
PureShifter lace-up boots for men and women
also feature a number of impressive design details
that enhance their overall appearance. These halfheight black cowhide leather boots have a handwelted sole construction.
They also offer plenty of safety features. In addition to
NP Flex ankle protectors, these lace-up boots include sturdy toe and heel caps
and are also fitted with gear shift protectors. The special inner padding plays an
important role in balancing out temperature fluctuations. An integrated pull loop
at the top of the boot shaft aids entry of the foot into the boot. The profiled
Vibram outsole ensures a perfect grip on the footrests. The boots are oil and
petrol resistant and also provide plenty of comfort and grip when walking.
The classic finish of the PureShifter lace-up boots means that they not only
look good on a bike but are also great in combination with jeans and a leather
jacket.
Lace-up boots for women are available in the sizes 36 to 40 and for men in the
sizes 41 to 48.
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PureBoxer gloves, men.
The PureBoxer gloves not only excel with their
classic and simple design, they also display excellent
wear features with their high-quality and pleasantly
soft-to-the-touch deerskin. The material is also
extremely hard-wearing.
The press stud fasteners in the wrists are widthadjustable to provide the necessary level of safety.
This prevents unintentional slipping. The gloves can
be conveniently fastened to the belt when not in use, with the aid of the
integrated snap hook. It is still possible to operate the touchscreen with the
forefinger even when wearing the PureBoxer gloves.
The gloves come in black and are available in sizes S to 3XL.

BoxerTorque gloves.
A sportier variation of the classic motorcycle glove design, the
BoxerTorque gloves are made of high-quality cowhide leather.
Maximum wear comfort is ensured by the adjustable wrist width
feature and knuckle pads. The touchscreen can still be operated
with the forefinger when wearing the BoxerTorque gloves.
BoxerTorque gloves are available in black in sizes XS to 2XL for
women and S to 3XL for men.

PureBoxer kidney belt.
The PureBoxer kidney belt is made of black leather
with a classic design that will appeal to styleconscious riders. Its ergonomic form ensures a high
degree of wear comfort and support. With all due
regard to style, the width is adjusted by way of two
metal buckles. Available in five different lengths to
ensure a perfect fit. The small front bag with pressstud fastening offers space for small items, coins, etc.
The PureBoxer kidney belt is available in black in the sizes S to 2XL
(80, 90, 100, 110, 120 cm).
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BMW Motorrad Heritage Style Collection 2020.
FlatTwin leather jacket.
The asymmetrical front zip and distinctive lapels of
the FlatTwin leather jacket are reminiscent of the
characteristic motorcycle jackets of the 1950s. This
black leather jacket is made of 1.2 mm thick cowhide
leather.
It has three outer pockets with striking metal zips.
The classic styling also includes metal press studs
on the collar. The version for men also has a small
pocket on the lower arm. The women’s jacket is
waisted and has a cut that emphasises the figure.
The FlatTwin leather jacket for men is available in sizes S to 5XL and in the
special waisted women’s cut in sizes XS to 2XL.

Engineer leather jacket.
The line design of the Engineer leather jacket
makes a clear statement, making it a must-have for
anyone wishing to look good both on and off the
motorcycle. The black jacket is made of 1.2 mm
thick cowhide leather and resembles the original
classic bomber jackets of the 1940s.
The waisted version for women enables lady bikers
to maintain an appropriate style. With two side
pockets for warming the hands and two inside
pockets with zip and stud fasteners, the women’s
jacket is slimmer and offers a more precise fit. The men’s version has two large
front pockets, offering more storage space. The collar is fixed with press studs,
which rounds off the overall appearance of the jacket.
The Engineer leather jacket is available for women in sizes XS to 2XL and for
men in sizes XS to 3XL.
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Club college jacket.
The grey Club college jacket is made of waxed cottonblend fabric with quilted inside padding and contrasting
black knitted cuffs with trim lines, ensuring maximum
wear comfort. The bomber jacket has two inside pockets
with stud fasteners for stowing small objects such as a
wallet or smartphone.
The Club college jacket is available for women in sizes
2XS to 2XL and for men in sizes XS to 3XL.

Boxer Troyer, men.
The warm and comfortable Boxer Troyer knitted
sweater is made of a high-quality blend of worsted
wool and acrylic, in a casual sailor’s style. It is
reminiscent of a time when two-wheelers were
mostly black and their riders wore leather jackets.
For motorcycle riders, a black knitted sweater is a
fundamental garment. The practical and high-closing
zipped collar in troyer style and the close-fitting cuffs
provide protection from the cold and the wind.
The classic decorative trim on the upper arm and the BMW logo on the chest
convey the Heritage look. The pullover is extremely soft and if looked after
properly, it will remain in perfect condition and retain its timeless unique quality
for years to come. The Boxer Troyer is available for men in sizes XS to 3XL.

Mechaniker zip hoodie.
A perfect basic item for people who like tinkering around
with their motorcycle. An ideal companion, the
Mechaniker zip hoodie keeps you nice and warm on
cool days and has plenty of space in its front pockets to
warm your hands. This universal hoodie for men and
women is made of cotton jersey fabric that is brushed on
the inside. It has a printed impression of a Boxer engine
on the chest and the wording ‘Mechaniker’ or
‘Mechanikerin’ on the back. The cosy, grey-coloured
Mechaniker zip hoodie is available in sizes 2XS to 2XL
for women and XS to 3XL for men.
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Worker long-sleeve shirt, men.
The Worker long-sleeve shirt for men in ‘Iconic Black’
is a comfortable companion in a classic cut with a style
that offers a perfect match for a black motorcycle and
much else besides. The high-quality upper garment made
from heavy cotton has two breast pockets and is an ideal
accompaniment to any look. Available for men in sizes
XS to 3XL.

Denim shirt.
The Denim shirt for men and women is made of pure cotton
with a light stripe design reminiscent of the traditional work
clothes of 19th century America. The Denim shirt is available in
blue in sizes XS to 2XL for women and sizes XS to 3XL for men.

Berlin Built shirt, men.
A perfect combination: The Berlin Built shirt makes a
clear statement as to where BMW motorcycles roll off the
assembly line. The white and blue colours are a reference
the creative powerhouse in in Munich, Bavaria. The twincolour raglan shirt with long sleeves and round collar is
made of pure cotton. The chest is decorated with striking
lettering and adorned with a BMW logo in the middle. The
Berlin Built shirt is available in sizes XS to 3XL.

Berlin Built T-shirt.
You can have any colour so long as it’s black: the
Berlin Built T-shirt bears the appropriate lettering on
the chest, a BMW logo in the middle and traditional white
trim lines on the sleeves.
The attractive and versatile T-shirt is also available
in a slightly waisted cut with a V neck for women. The
Berlin Built T-shirt is black and made of cotton; it is available
for women in sizes XS to 2XL and for men in sizes XS to 3XL.
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Bergkönig/Bergkönigin T-shirt.
The winner of a classic mountain race is dubbed the
‘Mountain King’ – ‘Bergkönig’ in German. The
Bergkönig/Bergkönigin T-shirt follows in this tradition
and bears the ‘Bayerische Motoren Werke’ lettering along
with a large motif showing a BMW racing car on its way to
the summit.
The grey cotton T-shirt for men has a round neck and is
available in sizes XS to 3XL. The waisted T-shirt with a
round neck for women is available in sizes 2XS to 2XL.

Mechaniker T-shirt.
The Mechaniker/Mechanikerin T-shirt is an absolute
essential for all BMW Motorrad fans who like to work on their
motorcycles themselves. The T-shirt is made of pure cotton
and is very pleasant to wear. It has a printed motif on the front
with the wording ‘Mechaniker’ or ’Mechanikerin’ on the back.
The black pure cotton T-shirt for men with a classic round
neck is available in sizes XS to 3XL. The slightly waisted T-shirt
with V-neck for women is available in black in sizes 2XS to 2XL.

Boxer T-shirt, men.
A clear statement: the Boxer T-shirt in black and white
allows fans to declare their allegiance to the classic
BMW two-cylinder concept. Just one look at the large boxer
motif makes it perfectly clear: this is how things have to be –
nothing else will do. The Boxer T-shirt is made of cotton
with a typical round neck and is available in sizes XS to 3XL.

Boxer Striped T-shirt, women.
The classic Boxer Striped T-shirt is a real eye-catcher with its
characteristic pattern. The slightly waisted cut, the plain colour
sleeves with the number ‘23’ – a reference to the year in which
BMW Motorrad was founded – and the edged neckline
accentuate its design. Made of pure wool, the T-shirt is the ideal
leisure garment for female BMW boxer fans. It is available in
black and white in sizes 2XS to 2XL.
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Boxer long-sleeve shirt.
The unique look of the Boxer long-sleeve shirt is
reminiscent of the early years of motor racing. Its
asymmetrical design, classic logo on the chest and the
large ‘23’ on the back – referring to the year in which
BMW Motorrad was founded – are a real eye-catcher.
This classically styled long-sleeve cotton sweatshirt is
also great to wear on cool days.
The sweatshirt is available in black and white for
women in sizes 2XS to 2XL and for men in sizes XS to 3XL.

Mechanikerin tank top, women.
The grey Mechanikerin tank top for female BMW Motorrad fans is
made of a cotton-elastane mixture that combines a high level of
ventilation with a perfect fit. The slightly waisted, slim cut and striking
‘Mechanikerin’ motif on the front add an extra touch.
The Mechanikerin tank top is available in sizes 2XS to 2XL.

Boxer belt.
The Boxer belt is made of extra-thick leather with a
double pin buckle to ensure it is as robust and hardwearing as the engine of the same name.
The leather belt is a timeless accessory which goes
perfectly with jeans. It is made of attractive leather and
has a simple but elegant metal buckle.
The Boxer belt is available in black in the sizes S to 2XL.

Mechaniker cap.
The prominent wording of the Mechaniker cap emphasises
the wearer’s love of tinkering. The casual cap with curved visor
in black is embroidered with the wording ‘Mechaniker’ and
comes in a single size.
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Boxer cap.
The Boxer cap is a unique expression of the wearer’s fascination
for the legendary engine design.
The cap features an ‘old school’ design and its width is adjusted
by means of a clip fastener. The black, air-cooled Boxer cap
with Boxer motif comes in a single size.

Luftgekühlt beanie.
The Luftgekühlt beanie protects the wearer’s head from the
cold, and its design quotes the BMW motorcycle fuel tank lines.
The new woollen beanie from the Heritage Style Collection is
warm and light. The Luftgekühlt beanie has classic white trim
lines on a black background and comes in a single size.

Mechaniker bandana.
The Mechaniker bandana is made of pure cotton and is a
highly versatile item, depicting a racing motorcyclist beneath
classic lettering. The bandana is a cool item for traditionconscious riders – both men and women. Bearing the wording
‘Bayerische Motoren Werke‘ in white on red, it is available in a
square shape with a standard size of 53 x 53 cm.

Berlin Built bandana.
The indigo-coloured Berlin Built bandana is made of pure cotton
and shows a custom bike in front of the classic BMW logo. This
versatile lifestyle product is a real nostalgia trip for traditional riders.
It is available in a square shape with a standard size of 53 x 53 cm.

Boxer bandana.
The Boxer bandana is made of pure cotton and is highly
versatile in use. It underlines the wearer’s fascination for the
legendary engine concept. The bandana bears a white boxer
motif against a black background and comes as a square in
the standard size of 53 x 53 cm.
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9. BMW Motorrad Style Collection 2020.
BMW Motorrad Style Motorsport.
In the classic BMW motorsport colours of white, red and blue, the
Motorsport collection instantly displays where its wearer’s passions lie.
The BMW logo and lettering such as “BMW Motorrad Motorsport”,
“High Performance Parts”, “ADVANTEC” and “3ASY RIDE” also make a clear
statement.
The BMW Motorrad Style Motorsport Collection 2020 has a full range of
varied jackets to suit every taste, long-sleeved and short-sleeved shirts and
diverse stylish T-shirt variants for men and women. A cap and beanie provide the
matching headgear, while rucksack and helmet bags ensure practical transport
facilities – adding that special touch of style. Also included is a lanyard that keeps
the small but important things in place.
The collection’s design items convey that genuine motorcycle feeling away from
the motorcycle, too. What is more, the wide range of options allows a selection
to suit one’s own individual style.

2-in-1 Motorsport jacket, unisex.
Ready for change: with the wind-resistant and waterrepellent 2-in-1 Motorsport jacket, the constantly
changing conditions at the beginning and end of the
motorcycle season become more pleasant. The sporty
stand-up collar contains a hood, and there are two
stud fasteners on the collar to keep it closed for
wrapping up warm, also preventing the zip from
flapping in the wind. Two zip pockets on the flanks and
an inside pocket safely hold numerous articles
required by motorcyclists in their day-to-day lives.
Thanks to the velcro straps on the wrist and the drawcord on the hem of the
jacket, it can easily adapt to the respective body shape. The inner jacket can also
be removed and worn separately. The numerous insignia from the diverse and
fast-paced world of BMW Motorsport also leave little doubt as to the wearer’s
racing enthusiasm. The 2-in-1 Motorsport jacket made of polyester in black
with appliqués in the BMW Motorsport colours of white, red and blue also bears
a BMW logo and the lettering: “BMW Motorrad Motorsport”, “High Performance
Parts”, “ADVANTEC” and “3ASY RIDE”.
The 2-in-1 Motorsport jacket is available in the unisex sizes XS to 3XL, while
the XS and S sizes have a slightly waisted cut.
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Motorsport softshell jacket, unisex.
With the functional Motorsport softshell jacket you
are excellently equipped to ride on the racetracks of this
world. Made of a breathable, three-layer soft shell
material, the jacket is not only windproof and waterrepellent, it also keeps you pleasantly warm thanks to the
roughened inside. Details such as the high stand-up
collar, the detachable hood with drawcord, the stretch
cuffs with velcro at the wrists, the side zipped pockets
and the inside pocket make the jacket a versatile and
practical companion.
In addition, there is the attractive motorsports branding
with the BMW logo and the lettering “BMW Motorrad
Motorsport”, “High Performance Parts”, “ADVANTEC” and “3ASY RIDE”. A real
must-have in black with details in the typical BMW Motorsport colour scheme of
white, red and blue. The Motorsport soft shell jacket is available in the unisex
sizes XS to 3XL, whereby the sizes XS and S have a slightly waisted cut.

Motorsport hooded jacket, unisex.
Casual and extremely comfortable: the
Motorsport hooded jacket in black with
appliqués in white, red and blue is particularly
impressive due to its roughened lining offering
pleasantly warm wear comfort. The design –
inspired by BMW Motorsport – underlines the
racing affinity of its wearer by means of a
BMW logo and BMW M logo along with prints
such as “BMW Motorrad Motorsport”,
“High Performance Parts”, “ADVANTEC” and
“3ASY RIDE”. The continuous front zip bears a
BMW Motorrad inscription and is flanked by two
kangaroo pockets in the lower section. The
Motorsport hooded jacket made of polyester
and cotton is available in unisex sizes from XS to 3XL.
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Motorsport long-sleeve shirt, men.
The Motorsport long sleeve shirt made of cotton
and polyester is an absolute must-have for every
racing fan. An attached breast pocket embodies the
functionality of this fashionable shirt in white with
BMW Motorrad branded button strip and appliqués in
the BMW motorsport colours of white, red and blue,
available in men’s sizes S to 3XL.

Motorsport short-sleeve shirt, men.
The Motorsport short-sleeved shirt made of cotton
and polyester is an absolute must-have for every racing
fan. A separated pen guide in the breast pocket embodies
the functionality of this fashionable shirt in black with
BMW Motorrad branded button strip and appliqués in the
BMW motorsport colours of white, red and blue, available
in men’s sizes S to 3XL.

Motorsport T-shirt, men.
The Motorsport T-shirt is a must for every racing fan.
The BMW logo, BMW M logo and prints such as
“BMW Motorrad Motorsport”, “High Performance Parts”,
“ADVANTEC” and “3ASY RIDE” reflect true team spirit.
The classic cut T-shirt made of pure cotton comes in
white and is available with coloured appliqués in black, red
and blue in sizes S to 3XL.

Motorsport T-shirt, women.
The Motorsport T-shirt is a must for female racing fans.
The BMW logo, BMW M logo and prints such as
“BMW Motorrad Motorsport”, “High Performance Parts”,
“ADVANTEC” and “3ASY RIDE” reflect true team spirit.
The T-shirt in a figure-hugging cut in sizes XS to 3XL
comes in white and has coloured appliqués in black, red
and blue.
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Motorsport polo shirt, men.
The Motorsport polo shirt expresses BMW team spirit in
particularly elegant style. The BMW logo, BMW M logo and
prints such as “BMW Motorrad Motorsport”,
“High Performance Parts”, “ADVANTEC” and “3ASY RIDE”
create genuine race feeling. The classic polo shirt in black
cotton piqué is available in sizes S to 3XL with coloured
appliqués in white, red and blue.

Motorsport polo shirt, women.
The Motorsport polo shirt expresses BMW team spirit
elegantly and with feminine appeal. The BMW logo,
BMW M logo and prints such as “BMW Motorrad
Motorsport”, “High Performance Parts”, “ADVANTEC”
and “3ASY RIDE” create genuine race feeling. The polo
shirt is made of black cotton piqué with coloured
appliqués in white, red and blue and is available in sizes
XS to 2XL.

Motorsport cap.
The black Motorsport cap with stripes in the traditional
colours white, red and blue complete with BMW logo and
BMW Motorrad Motorsport lettering is a practical sun protector
and fashion accessory – as well as stylishly expressing
enthusiasm for thrilling racing à la BMW Motorrad at the same
time. The cap is available in a single size.

Motorsport lanyard.
The Motorsport lanyard is made of polyester in BMW Motorsport
design and measures 2 x 45 cm. It has a snap closure and a rotating
metal snap hook. It is black with an appliqué in white, red and blue.
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Motorsport rucksack.
The Motorsport rucksack offers a wide range of storage
options and with a volume of 20 litres, it is exactly the right
size for a day trip, a visit to racing events or a stroll through
the city. The sporty leisure rucksack offers two separate
main compartments with a zip opening. The rear
compartment is carefully padded and offers space for a
laptop of up to 17 inches. The front pocket also closes with a
zip and has various pockets.
A practical zip-up pocket is integrated at the top, holding
small items such as a wallet or key ring. At the sides there
are also two lateral pockets made of mesh material in which
drinking bottles can easily be transported. The carry handle, padded back,
padded shoulder straps and hip belt round off the rucksack’s features,
guaranteeing maximum carry comfort even on long days. The sporty design with
the BMW M logo, the “RACE” and “BMW Motorrad” lettering as well as the
hallmark BMW Motorsport colours of white, red and blue make this a perfect
piece of team outfit.

Motorsport helmet bag.
Everything in its place: the Motorsport helmet bag
made of polyester in black with appliqués in the
BMW Motorsport colours of white, red and blue is
ideal for transporting and storing a helmet. The
dimensionally stable base protects the helmet even
when it is stowed away, while air holes ensure perfect
air circulation. The soft fleece lining protects the
helmet from scratches. There are three additional
pockets that offer space for spare visors. With two
handles on the outside and a removable shoulder
strap, the bag has a volume of approx. 23 litres and is
convenient to carry.
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BMW Motorrad Iconic Collection
The varied selection of T-shirts and key rings from the Iconic collection make it
easy for the wearer to show their biking enthusiasm – even when not on the
road. There are a variety of motifs and designs, so everyone will find their very
own look here. With the new Kids Bike this year, there is also something very
special for the very youngest motorcycle fans.

R 1250 RS T-shirt.
The R 1250 RS T-shirt is printed on the front as well as on
the back. The large back motif is echoed as a miniature on the
chest. The black single-jersey shirt with round neckline is made
of 100% cotton and available in sizes XS to 4XL.

Roadster R 1250 R T-shirt.
With small lettering on the chest and large motorcycle motif
print including “BMW Motorrad” lettering on the back, the
Roadster T-shirt is both simple and expressive at the same
time. The white single-jersey shirt with round neckline is made
of 100% cotton and available in sizes XS to 4XL.

R 1250 GS T-shirt.
This T-shirt stands for pure adventure. The large motif print
with the lettering “RALLYE GS” and a dynamic motorcycle
print makes for a particularly casual look. The grey singlejersey shirt with round neckline is made of 100% cotton. It is
available in sizes XS to 4XL.

S 1000 RR T-shirt.
The front print with “Motorrad” lettering and various
technical bike elements is perfect for all those who love
tinkering with motorcycles. The yellow single-jersey shirt
with round neckline is made of 100% cotton and available
in sizes XS to 4XL.
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R 1250 RS key holder.
The key holder in red and black bears the lettering “R 1250 RS”. It
is made of rubber. Dimensions: 8 x 2.5 cm

Roadster R 1250 R key holder.
The Roadster R 1250 R key holder is oval and made of black
metal. The surfaces features the lettering “R 1250 R”.
Dimensions: 7 x 3 cm
R 1250 GS Adventure (GS Rallye) key holder
This key holder in white, blue and black bears the writing “GS
RALLYE” and is made of rubber. Dimensions: 11 x 1.4 cm

S 1000 RR key holder.
The key holder in black, grey and white bears the lettering
“S 1000 RR”. It is made of rubber. Dimensions: 10 x 2.5 cm

BMW Motorrad Next 100 Years Kids Bike.
The Next 100 Years Kids Bike is fully
in keeping with the tradition of the
VISION NEXT 100 YEARS concept bike
introduced by BMW Motorrad in 2016. As a
symbol of the ultimate riding experience, the
VISION NEXT 100 YEARS promises absolute
freedom on two wheels – and this is exactly
what younger BMW Motorrad fans can
experience at first hand on this high-quality
Kids Bike made of birch wood.
With its bags shaped like the boxer engine,
it quotes the tradition-steeped history of
BMW Motorrad entirely in the style of its great role model. Thanks to its fourlevel adjustable saddle height, the Kids Bike is suitable for children from age 3,
up to a carrying weight of 30 kg. The 12-inch wheels have puncture-proof
rubber tyres.
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You will find press material on BMW motorcycles and BMW Motorrad rider equipment in
the BMW Group PressClub at www.press.bmwgroup.com.
In case of queries please contact:
Dominik Schaidnagel, Communication BMW Motorrad
Tel.: +49 89 382-50181, e-mail: Dominik.Schaidnagel@bmw.de
Tim Diehl-Thiele, Head of Communication BMW Motorrad
Tel.: +49 89 382-57505, e-mail: Tim.Diehl-Thiele@bmw.de
Internet: www.press.bmw.de
E-Mail: presse@bmw.de
The BMW Group
With its four brands BMW, MINI, Rolls-Royce and BMW Motorrad, the BMW Group is the world’s
leading premium manufacturer of automobiles and motorcycles and also provides premium
financial and mobility services. The BMW Group production network comprises 31 production and
assembly facilities in 15 countries; the company has a global sales network in more than 140
countries.
In 2018, the BMW Group sold over 2,490,000 passenger vehicles and more than 165,000
motorcycles worldwide. The profit before tax in the financial year 2018 was € 9,815 billion on
revenues amounting to € 97,480 billion. As of 31 December 2018, the BMW Group had a workforce
of 134,682 employees.
The success of the BMW Group has always been based on long-term thinking and responsible
action. The company has therefore established ecological and social sustainability throughout the
value chain, comprehensive product responsibility and a clear commitment to conserving
resources as an integral part of its strategy.
www.bmwgroup.com
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/BMWGroup
Twitter: http://twitter.com/BMWGroup
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/BMWGroupView
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/bmwgroup
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/bmwgroup/

